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ABSTRACT 

In multilingual environment, the phonetic matching plays an important role in various aspects. Basically, the 

techniques for phonetic matching are useful for information retrieval when text is not clear or not interpreted 

fully. Irrespective of correct form of the keyword, the entered keywords for information retrieval should matched 

phonetically and results should be displayed. Many approaches have been proposed for phonetic matching such 

as use of text-to-phonetic system in translator-based system, use of operators such as MLLike, code-based 

approaches or language-specific phonetic-rule based approaches etc. Each approach is having limitations. In 

this paper, we tried to find some of the limitations of using those existing approaches for Hindi and Marathi 

languages and proposed some solutions for phonetic matching used for information retrieval.   

KEYWORDS: Phonetic matching, text-to-phonetic, writing style, phonetic rules, threshold. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapidly accelerating trend of globalization of businesses and the success of e-Governance 

solutions require data to be stored and manipulated in many different natural languages. The primary 

data repositories for such applications need to be efficient with respect to multilingual data. Efficient 

storage and query processing of data spanning over multiple natural languages are of crucial 

importance in today’s globalized world.  

As our country is diversified by languages and approximately 10% of population is aware of English 

language, this diversity of languages is becoming a barrier to understand and acquainted in digital 

world. In order to remove the language barrier, information technology (IT) solutions can play a 

major role. A system should be developed and deployed with multilingual support so that it can serve 

all-regional community requirements [1]. However Government of India had already launched the 

program called Technology Development of Indian Languages (TDIL) under which there are many 

projects such as development of corpora, OCR, text-to-speech, machine translation, keyboard layouts 

and so on [2]. It has been found that when services are provided in native languages, it has been 

strongly accepted and used.  

India is a multilingual country with 22 recognized languages and 11 written script forms [3] (In some 

literature the officially Indian recognized languages were 23 [4]). All the scripts are derived from 

Brahmi and order of alphabet is similar. They also share some characteristics like common phonetic 

based alphabet, non-linear and complex scripts, word order free, and no cases in Indian scripts. A very 

peculiar feature of Indian languages is that though vowels can occur independently at the beginning, 

they do not occur independently within a word or as the last character of a word [5].  

India is a country with various linguistics people. In India, the language or script changes after every 

20 kilometers approximately. Though English language is a global language, it cannot be used 

everywhere in India due to minimum percentage of literacy. We need native languages in order to 

reach rural population. There are many areas of applications where we have to keep the data in many 
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languages so that people can access those data in their native languages when they don’t know 

English. For example, railway reservation system, state or central government schemes, sales tax 

records, income-tax records, land records etc. These records should be maintained in English or in 

native languages. English records will help us faster processing and analyzing, which helps to make 

decision in certain situation where as native language records will be useful especially for rural and 

uneducated people. From those records, they either will get information or can provide valid data if 

necessary so that further analysis may be possible.  

The goal is to provide a seamless interface to the user crossing all the language barriers.  It has been 

found that a user is likely to stay twice as long at a site and four-times more likely to buy a product or 

consume a service, if the information is presented in their native language. Today English on the web 

is down to 35% from 90% in 1995. The fraction of Internet users that are non-native English speakers 

has grown from about half in mid-90’s to about two-third and it is predicted that the majority of 

information available in the Internet will be multilingual by 2012 [6]. 

In this paper, we have proposed possible solutions to handle Indian language issues related to 

phonetic solutions. We had proposed system which will handle syntactic issues similar to phonetic as 

information retrieval for Hindi and Marathi. The phonetic issues are being handled by developing a 

system which will work on phonetic rules for languages and should allow minor variations in 

pronunciation or writing style. This way Indian language issues can be handled with respect to input, 

conversion and display. 

II. PHONETIC MATCHING ISSUES FOR HINDI AND MARATHI 

There are many phonetic matching issues for Hindi and Marathi languages. Some have been described 

below and are addressed in the successive sections. 

� If we consider on hand approaches proposed for English, there are many alphabets for which 

no codes have been assigned as per algorithms. So, we may face problems in using and interpreting 

those alphabets. For example, the alphabets or letters like ण, झ, छ, and घ does not have code to 

match in Hindi language.  

� If someone misses or adds language alphabets to a string, the string will be either             

misinterpreted or the system will give wrong result.  

� The pronunciation of people other than Hindi or Marathi language speaking community may 

vary. It will be of great challenge to interpret and process those strings and provide the information.  

� Strings ending with vowels need to be handled separately. 

� Also, the strings in Hindi may have ambiguity of using ‘Matras’ with vowels or consonants.  

� Special characters like ‘ऋ’, use of Nukta and so on need to be handled differently.  

� Verbal and visual equivalences between speech sounds (phonemes) and written sign 

(graphemes) need to be found out. Their relationships have to be found out. 

So, we have to consider all issues mentioned above in order to match the strings phonetically in Hindi 

and Marathi languages. This section focuses on some of the issues those are not being handled in 

existing approaches. 

III. FOUNDATIONS FOR PHONETIC MATCHING 

3.1 Input Mechanism 

There are various mechanisms provided to input the keyword in native languages especially in Indian 

languages. Some are described below. We have used Input Method Editor (IME) method because of 

simplicity. 

� Multilingual Physical Keyboards: There are many multilingual physical keyboards available 

for inputting Indian languages, but they are not feasible because it increases the cost and most users 

don’t have multilingual keyboards and so it would be a rigid approach. 
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� Multilingual On-screen Keyboards: They can be downloaded from the Internet. But for each 

language the user must be aware of the character mappings between the existing physical keyboard 

and onscreen keyboard. 

� Input Method Editor (IME): Input Method Editor (IME) does transliteration. Transliteration is 

a mapping from one system of writing into another word-by-word or ideally letter-by-letter which is 

opposed to transcription that specifically maps the sounds of one language to the best matching script 

of another language [7].  

� Inscript Keyboard Layout: This keyboard layout has been standardized in 1986 by DoE and 

addresses few concerns about languages. These concerns includes, first, people perceived Indian 

languages as very difficult to use on mechanical typewriters. There are difficulties in learning 

keyboard layout on vernacular typewriters. Second, there was no standardization on vernacular 

keyboard layouts [7]. Since our languages have a phonetic nature, this leads to the development of a 

common phonetic layout based on consonants and vowels alone. All compositions and conjuncts were 

now handled by a computer with intelligent algorithms. With this phonetic keyboard, one can work on 

multiple languages; it is easy to learn for infrequent users, is excellent for typists, and provides ease of 

use for Indian languages. Since it is common for all Indian scripts, it has been named as Inscript 

keyboard. 

� On-Screen Keyboard Layout with IME: In our domain, we had considered the on-screen 

keyboard layout to input Hindi and Marathi language strings. The on-screen keyboard layouts for 

Hindi and Marathi are shown in appendix A. In order to use those on-screen keyboard layout, we have 

to download and install IMEs for Hindi and Marathi. We had downloaded from bhashaIndia.com 

website [7]. We added those two languages in the language bar of my computer from desktop. At 

right corner of the screen, a small icon with language options appeared. We can switch from one 

language to another by selecting the language from this icon.  

3.2 Storage Mechanism 

There are many multilingual database systems have been developed and deployed such as Oracle 9i, 

Microsoft SQL Server 2000, IBM DB2 Universal Server (7.0), and My SQL. Many support the 

encoding standards like Unicode, ISCII or NChar as data type. Some of encoding forms for those 

database systems are described below. 

� ASCII Encoding: The original American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) 

code was a 7-bit code used to encode all characters of the English language and several special 

characters such as a dot or a semicolon. However, this original code did not encode the umlauts of 

some of the European languages. Thus, the ASCII code was extended by 1 bit (8-bit ASCII code) to 

encode these characters as well. ASCII codes represent the text used in computer, communication 

devices. It includes definitions of 128 characters as 33 non-printable control characters, 94 printable 

characters and space are considered as invisible graphic. The ASCII code is a subset of the Unicode 

[8]. 

� ISCII Encoding: Indian Script Code for Information Interchange (ISCII) is a coding scheme 

for representing various writing systems of Indian languages. It is a Unicode standard for Indian 

scripts [33]. ISCII uses 8 bit code which is an extension of the 7 bit ASCII code containing the basic 

alphabet required for the 10 Indian scripts which have originated from the Brahmi script [8]. The 

ISCII code table is a super set of all the characters required in the Brahmi based on Indian scripts. For 

convenience, the alphabet of the official script Devnagari has been used in the standard. This is 

described in detail in appendix B. 

� Unicode Encoding: Unicode standard is the Universal character encoding standard, used for 

representation of text for computer processing. Unicode standard provides the capacity to encode all 

of the characters used for the written languages of the world. The Unicode standards provide 

information about the character and their use. This standard is very useful for computer users who 

deal with multilingual text, business people, linguists, researchers, scientists, mathematicians and 

technicians. It uses a 16 bit encoding that provides code point for more than 65000 characters 

(65536). It assigns each character a unique numeric value and name. The Unicode standard and 

ISO10646 standard provide an extension mechanism called UTF-16 that allows for encoding as many 
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as a million. Presently Unicode standard provides codes for 49194 characters. It is the default standard 

for multilingual data storage in any database system. Unicode is a uniform 2-byte encoding standard 

that allows storage of characters from any known alphabet or ideographic system irrespective of 

platform or programming environments. Unicode codes are arranged in character blocks, which 

encode contiguously the characters of a given script (usually single language) [11].  

� Unicode or ISCII encoding uses separate code points for each character. Logical order is used 

in rendering rules which tends to correspond to pronunciation. They are supporting full consonant 

forms. For inputting the characters, they save lot of space, which increases memory efficiency [1]. 

� The NChar data type: SQL standard specifies a new data type as National Char, (referred to 

as NChar) large enough to store characters from any Indian language or script. We can use nchar 

when the sizes of the column data entries are probably going to be similar or nvarchar when the sizes 

of the column data entries are probably going to vary considerably. SQL-92 onward all standards 

support NChar data type for storing national characters. 

3.3 Display Mechanism 

We must consider two cases for displaying multilingual text. First, running a system from some 

terminal and second, running a system under a window system. Using terminal, a system just sends 

correctly encoded text to terminals and leaves the task of rendering multilingual text to them. The 

code conversion is done with accordance to a coding system specified for the system output. In a 

window system, a system takes responsibility of displaying multilingual text. Each character set is 

assigned the corresponding font. A collection of mappings from all character sets to the corresponding 

fonts is named fontset and is the basis for displaying each character. A fontset can be used according 

to the context. We had used the first approach since font may not be important. Each character is 

being displayed on the screen as a rendering form, where it is equivalent to its either Unicode value. 

IV. PHONETIC MATCHING APPROACHES: EXISTING SYSTEMS 

4.1 Translator-Based System 

In this category, each string of a language is translated into a uniform representation by using a text-

to-phonetic (TTP) system [9]. This system will translate each text string into phonetic form. This 

phonetic form is a set of an encoding standard IPA, in which all the alphabet characters are 

represented in phonetic form. For some of the Indian languages, either TTP systems may not be 

available or they need to be developed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. General Architecture of Text-To-Phonetic (TTP) Based System 

Using this system, we cannot have the phonetic form of all the characters, especially for Hindi or 

Marathi. In order to match, edit distance can be calculated with some threshold value. Figure 3.1 

shows the general architecture for text-to-phonetic based system. 

4.2 Code-Based Systems 

Using some code in the numeral form or other form, entire string is translated into a code format. This 

code always starts with first character of a string followed by at least four characters [10]. We need to 

compare the codes of both the strings to match two strings. If the codes are same then we may say that 

both strings are phonetically matching. The codes can be generated by grouping the alphabets 

according to their phonemes. Each group will have the same code value. Some system starts the code 

with 0, some starts with 1. But sometimes, we may get same code for different strings. Examples of 
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these systems are soundex, phonix and so on. Some systems may group the alphabet characters and 

assign the code for each group. If two strings are having maximum groups those are having same 

codes then we may say that both strings matches phonetically, example is Q-gram method.   

             Rules 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. General Architecture of Code-based System 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the general architecture for code-based system, where the codes will be generated by 

using rules. The matcher will match the codes for equivalence. 

4.3 Phonetic-Rule Based Systems 

These systems work on the phonetic rules designed for a particular language. These rules are used to 

group the alphabet characters according to phonemes. After applying these rules, each string is 

converted into its phonetic form either in text form or in some code form. In order to match, these 

forms are compared with some threshold value. These systems are easy to use, but difficult to build as 

we have to design phonetic rules for a language. 
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Figure 3. General Architecture of Phonetic-Rule based System 

Figure 3.3 shows the general architecture for phonetic rule-based system, where the rules for each 

language apply to convert the string into its phonetic form. The matcher will use threshold value in 

order to match. 

In this section, we elaborated the basic three approaches for phonetic matching. Those approaches 

may work for Hindi and Marathi languages, but need to be revised to a greater extent. 

V. DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING PHONETIC MATCHING APPROACHES 

The following are some of the drawbacks from existing phonetic approaches. 

� In one of the approach, we need to find IPA code for each string for phonetic matching which 

is difficult and may not be available for Indian languages. 

� Also we need to use text-to-phonetic (TTP) system for each language. Use of TTP makes the 

system complex. 

� The algorithm depends on the user’s predefined threshold value, so there may be an 

ambiguity in matching. 

� The edit distance calculation is complex since many operations are to be carried out. 

� The soundex and Q-gram methods use code for each alphabet. These methods are either 

generating wrong results or may not accommodate the code for all the alphabets for Hindi and 

Marathi languages. 
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VI. PROPOSED PHONETIC MATCHING APPROACHES 

We proposed two phonetic approaches. One is based on writing style of the strings, where phonetic 

matching has been done by considering all possible writing styles of the native languages strings. 

Once matching has been done, information retrieval gives us the required results. In the second 

approach, we matched the strings phonetically by converting the strings into its equivalent phonetic 

form by using its phonetic rules for each language. These two matching approaches has been 

explained with proposed algorithm and example in the successive sections. 

6.1 Phonetic Matching Approach - I 

Objective: Phonetic Matching with Writing Style for Hindi and Marathi 

Input: Native language string, SL1 

Output: IR in selected native language. 

1. Enter the string in any native language such as Hindi or Marathi. 

2. Parse the string to get vowels, consonants or modifiers. 

3. Extract the vowels from the string. 

4. Construct all possible combinations of string using vowels. 

5. Convert the native language string into English by using mapping methodology. 

6. Search the database based on all combinations. 

7. Extract the result string from database. 

8. Convert English language string/s from database into native language string/s. 

9. Display the exact match in native language. 

6.1.1 Example 

Let’s take an example of a Hindi string for which corresponding information has been retrieved.  

String in Hindi: ‘रघ�ूलला’ 
The following are the steps as per matching algorithm 5.2.3 to be applied to this string. 

STEP 1 (Parsing): After taking native language string as input it is interpreted and parsed according 

to vowels, consonants and modifiers. Thus, we are getting a syllable for a string.  

Parsing of a string ‘रघ�ूलला’: ‘र ◌ ्अ घ ◌ ूल ि◌ ल ◌ा’. 

Figure 4. Parsing of a String ‘रघ�ूलला’ 

The consonants are: र, घ, ल, ल 

The vowels are: अ 

The modifiers are: ◌,् ◌,ू ि◌, ◌ा. 

Figure 4 shows the parsing of a string ‘रघ�ूलला’ as one of the possible ways of writing styles in Hindi 

or Marathi. Other possible ways of writing the same string are ‘रघ�ुलला’ or ‘रघलु�ला’ or ‘रघलू�ला’. 
For each string, the system should matched phonetically and provide desired information. Similarly, 

we acquired the parsing of each string and used for matching. 

Here, we are using full consonant approach so that we should get exact consonant, vowel or modifier. 

Even if we are using little high number of primitives for the string, it does not affect the inputting 

efficiency [1].  

STEP 2 (Translation): Each native language string has to be translated into English, as we are 

maintaining the database in English for a shopping mall domain. We had used character-by-character 

mapping methodology for the translation. In this methodology, each character will be separately 

mapped as shown in table 1. This will convert native language string to English language string. 

After mapping, the entered Hindi string is translated to English as ’raghoolila’ as per combinations of 

vowels, consonants and modifiers as shown in table 1. 
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Table 1. Hindi-To-English Conversion Mapping Table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
STEP 3 (Query Formation): After conversion, a query is formed in SQL and fired against the 

database which is stored in English.  

 

SQL Query: Select * from shopping_mall where shopping_mall_name = ‘Raghoolila’. Similarly for 

all translated strings, SQL query is formed as in figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. SQL Query for a String ‘Raghulila’ and Other Forms 

 

The string is being passed to query module as a parameter and according to cases the query is formed. 

The string is searched in the corresponding database and retrieves it by the database module. 

STEP 4 (Translation and Display): In order to convert English to native language string, we 

mapped each character with its ASCII code [7] and corresponding character is displayed, as shown in 

table 2. This task has been done by translation module. 

 
Table 2. English-To-Hindi Conversion Mapping Table 

Equivalent 

English 

Characters 

R a gh oo L i l a 

Equivalent 

ASCII 

Codes 

2352 2309 2328 2370 2354 2311 2354 2310 

Equivalent 

Hindi 

Characters 

र+◌ ् अ घ ◌ ू ल ि◌ ल ◌ा 

 

For the string ‘Raghoolila’, the entire tuple has been retrieved as information and translated into Hindi 

as per mapping methodology and shown as information.  

6.1.2 Results 

The results after phonetically matching as IR are shown in figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the user 

interface to enter a string for phonetically matching. Figure 7 shows the IR result after phonetically 

matched with the existing database according to algorithm. 

Hindi 

Characters 
र+◌ ् अ घ ◌ ू ल ि◌ ल ◌ा 

Equivalent 

English 

Characters 

R a gh oo l i l a 

Equivalent 

ASCII 

Codes 

2352 2309 2328 2370 2354 2311 2354 2310 

Select * from shopping_mall 

Where shopping_mall_name = ’raghulila’ or ’raghoolila’ or ’raghuleela’ or 

’raghooleela’; 
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Figure 6. Sample Input Interface for Native Language 

 

 
Figure 7. Result of Sample Query 

 

6.2 Phonetic Matching Approach - II 

Objective: Rule-based Phonetic Matching for Hindi or Marathi 

Input: Two strings either in Hindi or Marathi to match OR one string for IR. 

Output: Phonetic Matching Yes or No OR display of record/s from database as IR. 

 

� Enter two strings Hindi or Marathi in order to match phonetically. 

� Each string is translated into its phonetic form by using phonetic rules for each language.  

� Parse those two strings to acquire combinations of vowels, consonants or modifiers. 

� Obtain Unicode for each translated string by summing the Unicode value of each character of 

a string. 

� Compare the resultant Unicode values of both the strings by considering a threshold value of 

5%. 

� If these values are within 5%, then we are saying that they are phonetically matched. Else 

they are not matching. 

� For IR, the entered string is searched in database after converting into its equivalent phonetic 

form. If it matches by considering threshold value of 15%, then the corresponding tuple is displayed 

as IR. 

6.2.1 EXAMPLE  

Consider the two strings ‘सतंोष’ and ‘सथंोष’ in Hindi. 

STEP 1 (Phonetic Equivalent Strings):  
Its corresponding phonetic forms are:  

सतंोष = ‘सअ्नअ्तओ्ष’  

सथंोष = ‘सअ्नअ्थओ्ष’  

STEP 2 (Parsing):  
After parsing those two strings, we acquired the results as combinations of vowels, consonants and 

modifiers as: 

सअ्नअ्तओ्ष = स ◌ ्अ न ◌ ्अ त ◌ ्ओ ष  

सअ्नअ्थओ्ष  = स ◌ ्अ न ◌ ्अ थ ◌ ्ओ ष  
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STEP 3 (Comparison):  
After acquiring phonetic codes from Unicode of each character and transferring them to decimal 

values, we acquired the following codes for the strings: 

स ◌ ्अ न ◌ ्अ त ◌ ्ओ ष = 23487 

स ◌ ्अ न ◌ ्अ थ ◌ ्ओ ष  = 23488 

By considering 5% threshold to match, the difference is calculated as: 

(23488 - 23487) / 23488) * 100 = 0.0042%. 

STEP 4 (Result): 
The difference is within 5% threshold, so we can say that those strings are phonetically matched. 

6.2.2 Results  

Table 3 shows the comparison of various strings in Hindi and Marathi for phonetic matching. We 

compared our approach with soundex and Q-gram methods and obtained better and accurate results. 

The results are also shown in graphical form as in figure 8. Figure 9 and figure 10 shows the 

information retrieval results after phonetic matching as per proposed methodology. 

 
Table 3: Comparison of Strings for Hindi and Marathi 

Strings HINDI MARATHI 

 SOUNDEX Q-GRAM INDIC-

PHONETIC 

SOUNDEX Q-GRAM INDIC-

PHONETIC 

संतोष & 

संथोष 

YES YES YES YES YES YES 

मुंबई & 

मुंबाई 

YES YES NO YES YES NO 

रघु�लला & 

राघु�लला 

YES YES YES YES YES YES 

सं�या    & 

स�डी 

YES YES NO YES YES NO 

 
Figure 8: Graphical Comparison of Three Phonetic Matching Methods 
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Figure 9. Phonetic Name-wise Search in Domain for IR 

 

 
Figure 10: IR after Phonetic Matching 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Many phonetic matching approaches, methods, algorithms have been proposed. But all these need lot 

of parameters, number of external resources needed for matching and so on. Basically all these 

methods are dependent on either international phonemic alphabet or translation system for each 

language. Some approaches rely on code for each alphabet or rules based on pronunciation for 

matching. In this paper, we classified the general approaches for phonetic matching. In proposed 

approaches, these classifications have been applied and evaluated. We also made an evaluation of our 

proposed approaches and compared with approaches like soundex, Q-gram which may work for 

English but may give wrong result for Hindi and Marathi languages. We found better and accurate 

results as compared to other existing approaches for our proposed approaches.  
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